
Brussels, 30 October 2015

COST 056/15

DECISION

Subject: Memorandum of Understanding for the implementation of the COST Action “A
new Network of European BioImage Analysts to advance life science imaging”
(NEUBIAS) CA15124

The COST Member Countries and/or the COST Cooperating State will find attached the Memorandum of
Understanding for the COST Action A new Network of European BioImage Analysts to advance life science
imaging approved by the Committee of Senior Officials through written procedure on 30 October 2015.



MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

For the implementation of a COST Action designated as

COST Action CA15124
A NEW NETWORK OF EUROPEAN BIOIMAGE ANALYSTS TO ADVANCE LIFE SCIENCE IMAGING

(NEUBIAS)

The COST Member Countries and/or the COST Cooperating State, accepting the present Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) wish to undertake joint activities of mutual interest and declare their common
intention to participate in the COST Action (the Action), referred to above and described in the Technical
Annex of this MoU.

The Action will be carried out in accordance with the set of COST Implementation Rules approved by the
Committee of Senior Officials (CSO), or any new document amending or replacing them:

a.  “Rules for Participation in and Implementation of COST Activities” (COST 132/14);
b.  “COST Action Proposal Submission, Evaluation, Selection and Approval” (COST 133/14);
c.  “COST Action Management, Monitoring and Final Assessment” (COST 134/14);
d.  “COST International Cooperation and Specific Organisations Participation” (COST 135/14).

The main aim and objective of the Action is to to establish a BioImage-Analysts network to maximise the
impact of advances in imaging technology in Life Sciences and to boost bioimaging-based research.
“BioImage-Analysts” recently emerged in research institutions to support biologists with image analysis
resources, but their own network is missing, thus hindering the exchange of experience, knowledge and
techniques.. This will be achieved through the specific objectives detailed in the Technical Annex.

The economic dimension of the activities carried out under the Action has been estimated, on the basis of
information available during the planning of the Action, at EUR 60 million in 2015.

The MoU will enter into force once at least five (5) COST Member Countries and/or COST Cooperating
State have accepted it, and the corresponding Management Committee Members have been appointed, as
described in the CSO Decision COST 134/14.

The COST Action will start from the date of the first Management Committee meeting and shall be
implemented for a period of four (4) years, unless an extension is approved by the CSO following the
procedure described in the CSO Decision COST 134/14.
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TECHNICAL ANNEX
OVERVIEW

Summary
This Action is a programme for establishing a network of BioImage Analysts (BIAlysts), in order to maximize
the impact of advances in imaging technology on the Life-Sciences (LSc), and to boost the productivity of
bioimaging-based research projects in Europe. BIAlysts have recently emerged in various research
institutions but these experts are still not well recognised in the LSc community. They are specialised in
customising image analysis (IA) workflows by assembling and automating multiple computational tools, and
by interacting with Software developers and Life Scientists to facilitate IA. The Action aims to provide a
stronger identity to BIAlysts by organising a new type of meeting fostering interactions between all
stakeholders including: Life scientists, BIAlysts, microscopists, developers and private sector. It will
collaborate with European Imaging research infrastructures to set up best practice guidelines for IA. The
Action plans to create an interactive database for BioImage analysis tools and workflows with annotated
image sample datasets, to help matching practical needs in biological problems with software solutions. It
will also implement a benchmarking platform for these tools. To increase the overall level of IA expertise in
the LSc, the Action proposes a novel training programme with three levels of courses, releasing of open
textbooks, and offering of a short term scientific missions programme to foster collaborations, IA-technology
access, and knowledge transfer for scientists and specialists lacking these means. This Action will support
the long-term scientific goals of European science and industry by bridging essential fields of scientific
excellence.

Areas of Expertise Relevant for the Action
● Biological sciences: Morphology and functional imaging of
cells
● Biological sciences: Molecular biology and interactions
● Biological sciences: Cell biology and molecular transport
mechanisms
● Electrical engineering, electronic engineering, Information
engineering: Computer vision
● Electrical engineering, electronic engineering, Information
engineering: Development of scientific computing, data
processing, simulation and modelling tools

Keywords
● BioImage Analysis
● Imaging
● Digital Image Processing
● Advanced Microscopy

Specific Objectives
To achieve the main objective described in this MoU, the following specific objectives shall be
accomplished:

Research Coordination
● The establishment of a new network aims to provide a stronger identity for BioImage Analysts to play a
well defined role in bridging the gap between Image Analysis technology and Life Sciences
● The network aims to undertake the task of safeguarding image data integrity in Life Sciences
● The network aims to conduct organised efforts to speed-up the process of Image Analysis
● The network aims to improve Image Analysis technology

Capacity Building
● To increase the speed of BioImage Analysis tool development, the Action mediates interdisciplinary
communication between stakeholders, facilitates feedback and implementation, and promotes exchange of
human resources within the public and private sectors of the network
● To increase the overall level of knowledge in the Life Science community, the Action offers courses
ranging from the basics to the state-of-the-art Image Analysis theories and practices, provides access to
innovative methods, and publishes open access textbooks for BioImage Analysis
● To boost the number of BioImage Analysts, the Action seeks to firmly establish their roles and positions.
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● To augment the efficiency of knowledge transfer, the Action establishes and strengthens the network.
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